Evolution is Dead.
McKana, April 11, 2022
Ecclesiastes 3:15 (NIV)
Whatever is has already been, and what will be has been before; and God will call the past to
account.
-------///////-------

I have written this short message in December 6, 2016, revised and added many smaller details in
January 15, 2018. Finally, I removed many smaller but important details to avoid repetition and to save
time for the reader. I know many, many eyes are going to bulge out. Bringing out this message was not
easy for me. My background in science is many and very divers. The readers must have noticed in the
messages I have been sending out regarding corona that my experience helped much but primarily, the
Lord lead me to it. I don't want to hold on to this message for long, if I do, it is the “White liquid fire in
the palms of my hand”

The Final Frontier-Evolution is Dead!
The devil is cunningly deceptive, the father of lies and thief and evil which have sent billions and
Billion to hell throughout the history of mankind. The devil came up with theories, scientific principles,
philosophies, teachings and analytical narrations to deceive mankind. The theory of “The big bang”
whose scientific principle is everything in the material universe came from “Nothing.” Marxist
communist philosophies which teaches “The laws of contradiction is developmental,” “The laws of
war is developmental” which finally ended up in a failed, godless materialistic society making man
himself god. The theory of “Global warning,” “Climate Change” while the scripture teaches us that at
the End of Times there will be Biblical Cataclysm, the Earthly and heaven shakings, catastrophic
earthquakes, floods, volcanic eruptions, meteors, asteroids and all unseen and unheard of pestilance,
and the reign of evil and forces darkness in the world. Every -ism, materialism, socialism, communism,
capitalism etc etc, is the tune of lucifer, Luci-tunes.
At the end, the devil is coming as the head of the One World Order to be "god" over all humanity.
What better way can come for the enemy other than a global pandemic to mark the global population as
herd of cattle? Whatever means the enemy used, whatever way he goes, the devil is in a tight leash
under the perfect control of the creator. Nothin happens unless Go Almighty allows it.
Here is one small understanding to show how the enemy worked regarding the Darwinian theory of
Evolution.
The Creator of everything created, almighty God doesn't give detailed accounts of His creation.
Even if He gives, we will not be able to understand. Which knowledgeable scientist can give
everything evolved in a click of a finger, the simplest act? Truly, None, none at all. Who can give an
account of how memory is stored? None. Who will tell about the nature of the tickers of the heart, the
Sino-atrial, atreo-ventricular nodes where the life of every living thing depends? How is vison,
audition, test registered and interpreted in the brain? How are autonomous functions of systems and
organs organized as a being? Who can tell the complexity of the immune system, how the mirror
images of the outer world are printed to produce antibodies for every antigen the world presents. Who
can understand the genetic inheritance where the being of a human creature is packaged in the the
molecules of the DNA, in the elements of C, H, N, O and P. God know the 'Man/Woman" centuries
before they are born and tells the end from the beginning. We knew a little about the structure of the
DNA, just yesterday, in the 1950s.Who can tell about the full account of the dimensions, dynamics and
interactions of the physical, intelectual and spiritual worlds of all living and none living components of
the good great universe and beyond? oh man, the knowledge attained in these short life of humans is no
where near to the knowledge of the creator. We don't even know well of what we know let alone the

unknown right here on earth and in the depth of the outer worlds. True, the knowledge of man is
foolishness in front and in the eyes of Almighty God.
Introduction
Through time, in search of the truth, there were always ideas, thoughts, philosophies and teachings. In
the final analysis, the truth stands and comes out victorious. Science is about the physical/the material
world and the laws governing it, in a very limited scope, yet many unknowns. It is based on
observation, research and experimental findings to come to scientific laws, developed based on theories
which need to be proven to be “true.” Material science is all about understanding what is in nature and
in doing so to make life better and easier for humanity. Science helps to understand and changes to fit
to its needs. Science doesn't create. It studies what is created. In truth, it is still on the track of a baby
walk, much more to understand. There is no concept of the spirit world in science except a simple word
“Paranormal” which doesn't have wider recognition and acceptance The maximum one can hear from
science is some vague “paranormal phenomena.”
Teachings come, teachings goes, philosophies come philosophies goes. At the end, looking back to
what has failed and what has survived the test of time, it remains very questionable to trust all of what
we are told in its face value.
When some worship curved woods, stones and metals, some a mixture of teachings of all sorts, yet
some other unknown gods, It needs diligence and true examination of which is the truth and which is
not.
The following few words will shade little light on scientific/concepts/teachings and scriptural words.

God and scientific theories of developmental Biology.
In scientific terms, sub-atomic particles form atoms, atoms elements, elements compounds and
molecules. These organize and form amino acids, proteins, which in tern help assemble the DNA and
the DNA controlling and regulating the mechanism through structural and functional proteins,
organizes cellular organelles and the cells. Replication, transcription, translation-amino acid and
protein synthesis and the rest happens inside every cell, every moment beyond the speed humans can
imagen.
According to evolutionary theory, single cells assemble themselves and progress to form multi
-cellular organism like Volvox, single layered to double layered and then to three layered higher forms,
round, flat warm, marine forms, amphibians and terrestrial advanced forms of life to primates and
humans. From single cell-amoeba to higher forms-humans. This is Phylogenic Development. This is
the development of the phylum, Phylogeny, and ultimately the hierarchies of the Animal Kingdom
(not forgetting the Plant Kingdoms)
In embryonic development, half the cell(haploid), Sperm and Egg from the opposits sexes join to
form a single cell(deploid), the single cell develops to multicellular or morula, ball of cells(Volvox like)
then progresses to form three layers, develops organs-organogenesis, completing the process to form a
fully developed embryo, the fetus. This is development of the embryo/ the fetus called
Oncogenic(Oncogenetic) development-Oncogeny, fertilizations and the development of the
embryo/fetus.
The observation goes as, when looking at certain early, mid and also the late developmental stages of
every embryo(fetus) of the advanced forms of the animal kingdom, they all look morphologically
alike. At the beginning, , they are single cells, amoeba like. At certain stage, the morphology of the
fetus of a Frog, a Rat, an Elephant, a Monkey and Humans look alike, the same.
According to the science, the phylogenic development of millions of years is repeated in the
development of the embryo in the womb of the mother. This process is called, Oncogeny recapitulates

Phylogeny. In short, the evolutionary development of millions of years is repeated, briefly summarized,
in the development of the embryo.
In summary, according to the scientific theory, the development which took place a long
Million/Billion years of complex process is repeated in the womb, in short periods of time in the same
complexity. This is the core principle of the Evolutionary theory.
These are the words of God:Ecclesiastes 3:15(KJV)
That which hath been is now; and that which is to be hath already been; and God requireth that
which is past.
Ecclesiastes 3:15 International Standard Version (ISV)
That which was, now is; and that which will be, already is; and God examines what has already
taken place.
Ecclesiastes 1:9 International Standard Version (ISV)
Whatever has happened, will happen again; whatever has been done, will be done again. There is
nothing new on earth.
Accordingly, whatever has happened in phylogenic development will happen again in Oncogenic
development;
The good news is, before evolution there was God, the word of God. God has shown his perfection in
one verse, “Whatever has happened, will happen again.” All is the work of God. All of what
humanity needs is written in the Bible. For people of wisdom, it is a matter of looking and learning
how perfect the words and works of God are.
God is the author of life, nothing is accidental or random. Everything is planned, organized and
patterned.
Now, the devil can't use evolutionary theory to deceive and whisk people away from God.

Whatever is, has already been,
and what will be, has been before;
and God will call the past to account!

Phylogenic Development
Oncogenic Development

Oncogenic Development
The development of the embryo is the repeat of the development of the phylum
Scientific Theory of Evolution.
Oncogeny recapitulates Phylogeny:- Life began as a single cell, Embryonic development is a repeat of
phylogenic development.
The scripture
Ecclesiastes 3:15 New International Version (NIV)

Whatever is has already been, and what will be has been before; and God will call the past to
account.
Whatever is has already been:-Embryonic development is a repeat of phylogenic development,
and what will be has been before:-Embryonic developments are what has been in Phylogenetic
development ; and God will call the past to account: God has called Phylogenic development to be seen
in Oncogeny/Emryonic development.
What laws and processes God undertook and how many years it took God to create all this wonderful
work of creation is in the hand of God. The details are not comprehendible by human mind.
The details of the laws of creation, their organization are too much to understand and and beyond
human capacity to write.
Note:WE are told Heaven has a library, the library of the knowledge of God. Stay in touch to reach there and
learn but for sure will take you a long thousand year to flip through a page.
Conclusion
Evolutionary theory is a deception. “Mother nature” didn't create, God created everything that is
created. “Mother Nature” of material world is falling apart all around us and doesn't have the
intelligence to create, remember what she did and repeat it again and even worse “mother nature” will
not last long. She can't even save herself and her end is in fire. The devil is a liar, the devil is the father
of lies.

Evolutionary development.
This process of millions of years is-

Evolution goes way back from the fish, way back to single cellular organism
Embryonic development-Repeated here in few months.

At certain stage the embryos of a fish, Salamender, chicken, hog, cat, Rabbit and humans look alike at the beginning
and certain stage stages of embronic development -upper row. All these embryos started from a single cell.

Development of the Embryo.

Evolutionary development is repeated here in the development of the Embryo.
From single cell to a fully developed human being.
As far us who God is, you will see Him shortly and all will know, He is the Almighty God,
the creator of evrything created.
As it is written, at the end “That at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, of things in heaven, and
things in earth, and things under the earth; And that every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is
Lord, to the glory of God the Father. (Philippians 2:10-11 (KJV))

Evolution, the science of the dead by the dead for the dead is finally dead!

